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1. INTRODUCTION
The need for faster Web communication motivates Content

Delivery Networks (CDNs) to improve the performance of
their Web content delivery to end users. The widely-adopted
HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP/1.1) reduces request-
response times by pipelining requests at the server side.
However, with HTTP/1.1 (h1), resources are loaded serially
over the TCP connection, which creates a head-of-line (HOL)
blocking. To mitigate HOL blocking and to enable down-
loading of resources in parallel for faster page loads, Web
browsers open up to six TCP connections for each host name
on the page.

The HTTP/2 (h2) protocol, standardized in 2015, follows
a different approach to eliminate HOL blocking to achieve
faster page load times (PLTs) [5]. h2 uses only one TCP
connection to exchange all request and response payloads
through multiplexing and interleaving. Previous studies have
shown both improvement and degradation in PLT when using
h2 with respect to h1 [6, 7, 9, 10]. The disagreement about
h2 performance from these studies motivates further investi-
gation as to whether and under what conditions h2 brings the
performance benefits that were originally envisioned [5].

In this poster, we take a novel approach to investigate h2
performance by first understanding the dynamic nature of
cellular network characteristics (in terms of loss, latency,
and bandwidth) and then exposing its implications on the
PLTs when using h2. Our goal is to understand how h2
impacts PLT when cellular network delay is interpreted as
loss by server-side TCP sockets. Therefore, for the remainder
of this paper we focus only on connections with loss, as
interpreted by TCP. Specifically, we make the following three
contributions in this paper.

Dataset: Our preliminary analysis of real world cellular
network characteristics is based on 6200 TCP connections
captured over several hours on an Akamai CDN cluster hosted
inside a datacenter of a major cellular network provider
in the US. We observe that about 2000 connections (32%)
experience loss, of which about 500 connections experience
loss more than once within the first few seconds. The median
connection duration, total number of TCP segments, and bytes
exchanged between clients and servers during our capture is
about 2.3 seconds, 26 segments, and 15 KB respectively.

Measurement: Unlike existing network emulators that
introduce packet loss on a link at random times during
emulation, we model the emulation on real-world TCP traces
to adequately represent the correlation of losses in cellular
networks, as interpreted by TCP. Our simulation is designed

carefully to emulate cellular networks in terms of packet loss
interpreted by the server (in the form of retransmissions),
time between loss events, round trip time (RTT), and band-
width. From such a comprehensive view of cellular network
characteristics, we argue that our technique improves existing
network emulation techniques.

Insights: Preliminary results from our investigation of h2
performance are threefold. First, for a webpage with several
hundreds of small sized objects, h2 outperforms h1, except
in the scenarios when cellular networks frequently experience
high loss rates. Second, for a webpage with large objects, h2
does not reduce PLTs at all and in fact PLTs are significantly
higher than h1. And third, for a webpage with a relatively
large number of both small and medium sized objects, h2
outperforms h1; however as the connection starts experienc-
ing loss, the performance gain in h2 degrades, resulting in
PLTs slower than h1.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To accurately understand the characteristics of cellular
networks, we selected an Akamai CDN cluster located inside
the network of a major cellular ISP in the US [2]. On each
server in the cluster, we ran TCPDump for several hours at
different times of a day to capture incoming and outgoing
TCP segments. Given that the cellular network in some cases
splits TCP connections between clients and servers for HTTP
sessions, but never does so for HTTPS sessions [8], we only
capture TCP segments for HTTPS traffic, ensuring that the
TCP segments we capture are for end-to-end connections
between clients and CDN servers. Our TCP traces reflect
the characteristics of a real world cellular network as the
TCP connections to the selected Akamai CDN cluster are not
influenced by any interference from the public Internet [2].

Next, from each packet capture file, we use tshark to
extract the number of frames and bytes exchanged between
the client and the server, the number of frames retransmitted
by the server, and the time interval between acknowledg-
ments [4]. We extract the above metrics for each connection
at 70 ms intervals, where the first interval starts when the
TCP SYN is received by the server. The choice of 70 ms as
the time interval to generate snapshots of cellular network
characteristics matches the median RTT between clients in
the selected cellular network and Akamai CDN servers [8].
Therefore, in the median case, we expect the above collected
metrics to change only after 70 ms.

From the collected packet captures, we make four obser-
vations. First, about 32% of the TCP connections experience
loss ( in the form of retransmissions from the server), which is
much higher compared to what we observe in wired last-mile
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Figure 1: Clustered Loss.
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Figure 2: Multiple loss events.
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Figure 3: Retransmission Rate (%).
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Figure 4: Distributions of 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentile observed across all TCP connections.

networks. Although retransmissions could happen because
of socket timeouts caused by temporary congestion in the
network, as opposed to only when packets are lost, TCP
congestion control interprets both types of events as loss.

Second, losses in cellular networks are often clustered, such
that when a loss event occurs, many consecutive TCP seg-
ments are retransmitted by server. In Figure 1, we show a box-
plot of the distribution of the number of packets retransmitted
by the server within continuous 70 ms intervals across all TCP
connections. Each outlier circle in the figure represents one or
more TCP connections. The x-axis represents the timestamp
when a 70 ms time interval finishes. The y-axis represents the
number of packets retransmitted by server during a time inter-
val. Since the majority of TCP connections do not experience
retransmission within every 70 ms interval, the 25th, 50th, and
75th percentile values of the distributions are all zero. From the
figure we observe that many connections experience multiple
retransmissions at different times during the connection. For
example, for the time interval finishing at 420 ms, we observe
that for multiple TCP connections servers retransmit 5, 10, and
even 20 packets. We observed such clustered retransmissions
throughout the life of TCP connections, though for figure clar-
ity we only show clustered loss for only the first 1.5 seconds.

Third, TCP connections experience retransmissions at
multiple times during their lifetime. In Figure 2, for connec-
tions experiencing retransmissions, we show the distribution
of time gaps between retransmission clusters. Since we record
retransmission after every 70 ms, each time gap between
retransmission is at least 70 ms. From the figure we observe
that for several connections, subsequent retransmission
clusters appear within one second.

And fourth, when a retransmission cluster appears, the
majority of connections experience about 5-15% packet loss
during 70 ms time intervals. We support the above claim
via Figure 3, where for each TCP connection we show the
distribution of retransmitted TCP segments (in percent) at the
occurrence of every retransmission cluster.

2.1 Emulating Cellular Networks
Based on our observations, we design our emulation to

closely represent the network conditions of a real world cellu-
lar network. Specifically, we introduce clustered loss only at
specific times during the connection, in addition to modifying
bandwidth, and RTT every 70 ms. In Figure 4, we show distri-
butions of 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentile retransmis-
sion rate, time gap between retransmission clusters, through-
put, and RTT, as observed across all TCP connections respec-
tively. Using these distributions, in Table 1, we develop simu-
lation scenarios to emulate various mobile network conditions.
For example, when emulating a Good experience, we select
the 10th percentile (p10) loss distribution from Figure 4(a),
10th percentile RTT (p10) distribution from Figure 4(d), 90th

percentile (p90) throughput (used as bandwidth in our emula-
tion) distribution from Figure 4(c), and 90th percentile (p90)
distribution of time gap between loss from Figure 4(b). Note
again, that we only emulate connections that experience loss.

We design our emulation to dynamically update network
links between client and server in terms of the above four
distributions, as shown in Table 1. Specifically, at every
70 ms we update RTT by randomly selecting a value from its
respective distribution. Since bandwidth in cellular networks
is attributed to base stations and is therefore not dependent on
loss and RTT [11], we also change bandwidth every 70 ms.
Finally, we introduce packet loss only when the selected time
gap value has passed during emulation.

Next, we setup a network topology using three machines
to emulate a client, a Web server, and a bridge through which
client and server connect. On the client, we run Chromium
Telemetry to load different webpages over 100 times using
Google Chrome browser [1]. On the server, we configure
Apache to support h1 and h2 on different virtual hosts. On
the bridge, we emulate different network experiences using
TC NETEM between the client and the server. Depending
on the emulated scenario, we configure the bridge to modify
the network loss, time of next loss, RTT, and bandwidth after
every 70 ms according to the scenarios defined in Table 1.

3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In Figure 5(a), we compare PLTs for a webpage with

365 objects of average size of 2 KB, loaded in turn over h1
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(b) 10 objects of 435 KB each
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(c) 136 objects of 1 KB to 620 KB each
Figure 5: Distribution of page load times when loaded over h1 and h2 under various network conditions.

Table 1: Emulation of various network conditions.
Condition Loss Time Gap Throughput RTT
Good p10 p90 p90 p10
Fair p25 p75 p75 p25
Passable p50 p50 p50 p50
Poor p75 p25 p25 p75
Very Poor p90 p10 p10 p90

and h2 connections across the different emulated network
conditions. From the figure we observe that PLTs over h2
are lower than PLTs over h1, because in the case of h1 with
6 TCP connections, the server can only send 6 objects in
parallel (due to HOL blocking), whereas in the case of h2
with many streams multiplexed onto one connection, the
server sends a large number of objects in parallel. Further, as
the network condition becomes Very Poor, the PLTs increase
for both h1 and h2, but more so for h2. For h1, the impact
of packet loss on any one of the 6 connections only affects
the download of the object on that particular connection.
Whereas, in the case of h2, since all object downloads are
multiplexed over a single TCP connection, every packet loss
affects all ongoing object downloads.

Next, we investigate how h2 performs with multiplexed re-
sponses when each object to be transferred over the same TCP
connection has a large payload. In Figure 5(b), we compare
PLTs for a webpage with 10 large objects of size 435 KB each.
In general, we observe that h1 outperforms h2 across all net-
work conditions, especially in Poor conditions where loss oc-
curs frequently. We argue that in the case of h2 with one con-
nection, the initial congestion window (ICW) size of the server
during the TCP slow start is only one-sixth of the cumulative
window sizes of h1 with 6 parallel TCP connections. As a
result, the server sends six times lesser data over h2 during the
TCP slow start phase. We confirm the claim as when we com-
pare PLTs without any loss, we observe h1 to still outperform
h2. Further, as the network conditions get worse, in terms of
loss rate and frequency of loss events, the congestion window
of the single h2 connection does not grow. Whereas in the
case of six h1 connections, loss only impacts one or more
connections and thus the cumulative congestion window size
remains larger than the window size of single h2 connection.

Finally, in Figure 5(c), we compare PLTs for a web-
page (modeled from HTTP Archive data [3]) with 136 objects
whose size ranges from 1 KB to 620 KB. In addition to mea-
suring PLTs over h1 and h2 in different network conditions,
we investigate the impact of webpage size on PLT, while keep-
ing the number of objects constant. The first, second, and third
pairs of boxplots in Figure 5(c) under each network condition

represent the distribution of PLTs for webpages of size 2 MB,
8 MB, and 12 MB, respectively. From the figure we observe
that for a 2 MB page, PLTs over h2 are lower than PLTs over
h1, as (similarly to Figure 5(a)) server sends multiple small
sized objects in parallel during the TCP slow start, whereas
server sends only six objects in parallel in the case of h1.

Although for the 8 MB page, PLTs over h2 and h1
are comparable under Good and Fair network conditions,
however, as the conditions get worse, PLTs over h2 become
larger than h1. Moreover, for the 12 MB page, the PLTs over
h2 are always higher than h1. Similarly to Figure 5(b), under
lossy conditions the congestion window on the server does
not grow as much and as fast as it grows cumulatively for
six h1 connections, thus affecting the PLTs over h2 when
downloading large objects. We observe that the slow start
phase is less important here as most of the PLT comes from
the congestion avoidance phase. To confirm whether the ICW
impacts PLTs, we loaded webpages 25 MB in size (not shown
in the paper) and observed no statistical significance in the
difference between h2 and h1 PLTs.
4. FUTURE WORK

To best of our knowledge, there is currently no known best
practice as to how TCP and h2 should be tuned such that
the impact of loss on single h2 connection is minimized.
We propose to side-step from the standard of using single
h2 connection for the complete webpage and investigate
the mobile Web performance with multiple h2 connections,
especially when cellular networks experience loss.
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